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Kailua S.F.H. & Condo January - March 2018 
1st. Quarter 2018-S.F.H. 

 

 
 

March 2018 End of 1st. Quarter 

Unit Sales jumped upwards with a +21% increase over the same period a year ago. 
That is quite an increase in Unit Sales. The Average Sold Price however was Flat-
line. The Odds of Selling a Single Family Home in Kailua rose +6% during this same 
period. The market for S.F.H.’s in Kailua however slowed down considerably as 
indicated by the D.O.M. or Days On Market large increase of +35%. Another downside 
to the Kailua S.F.H. market was the fact that New Listings were practically Flat-line, 
further curbing inventory and fueling demand. But where did all the increase in Unit 
Sales come from? 
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As we can see from the last two graphs, this year, 2018 we see the majority of listings 
Sold were in the $1,000,000-$1,499,999 range. Where last year, twelve months ago 
the majority of Unit Sales came in the $1,500,000+ Price Range. 

The overall Average For Sale Price of New Listings fell -13% Quarter to Quarter and 
this is with the amount of New Listings coming in Flat-line. 

Truly, beyond a doubt, buyers and sellers are choosing to buy and sell lower 
priced ranged home this year than they did a year ago. 

Along with this drop was the overall Average For Sale Price drop of -8%. Real Days 
On Market or Real D.O.M., the time it really takes for a home go into Escrow is way 
down with a -25% which tells us that indeed, buyers were putting these lessor priced 
homes into Escrow 25% faster! 

My biggest disappointment is the large increase in the number of Withdrawn and 
Expired Listings at +30% which clearly shows us that Sellers STILL remain unrealistic 
in their pricing, primarily those priced at $1,500,000 and higher. 
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1st. Quarter 2018-Condo 
 

 
 

Similar to the Single Family Homes the Unit Sales for Condos increased during this 
same period over last 1st. Quarter by +24%. Unlike the Single Family Homes where the 
Average Sold Price was flat-line the Average Sold Price for Kailua Condos rose to a 
+20% increase. The Odds of Selling a Kailua Condo were about Flat-line and the 
D.O.M. rose by only 6% meaning that Kailua Condos took longer to sell while the odds 
remained flat due to low, low inventory.  

The real harbinger of doom is the dramatic decrease in Condo New Listings, down 
my -49%! When there were New Listings they were much higher priced with an 
increase of +21% over the last 1st. Quarter. Months of Supply or M.O.S. was Flat-line 
and inventory was up by +16%. The Average For Sale Price was +15% higher and 
the Real D.O.M. was down -20%. Buyers do not have time to ponder choices in Kailua 
Condos if they hope to purchase one before it is snapped out from underneath them. 
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Words of Wisdom: A Trend, a Year does not a Quarter make. What we can be sure of 
is a quick, fast paced, short inventory, high demand and all the complexities that this 
brings to the Market are all increasing. It is getting worse for Buyers. 

 
I hope you have enjoyed this recap. If you need anything else, such as 
more in depth reporting and individual Neighborhoods or Building just 
let me know. 
 
Much Aloha, 
Mike Gallagher 808-384-9015 mikeg@hawaii.rr.com 
www.hawaiirealestatestatistics.com  
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